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Abstract
Work is directed on studying of a geodynamic condi-
tion under which the structural positions controlling 
process of endogenous ore formation were formed. It 
is shown that explosive region tectonics under the in-
fluence of regional tectonic efforts formed structural el-
ements (positions) which controlled formation of gold 
deposits. It is recognized that structural positions are 
defined by variety of systems of disjunctive dislocation 
and their relationship among themselves. Formation of 
favorable positions depends as well on morphology of 
ore controlling structures, on degree of their tectonic 
activity and spatial situation in relation to the direction 
of tectonic (geodynamic) efforts. 

Key words: structural position, ore-grade gold, faults, 
block structure, gold occurrences, geodynamic conditi-
ons, activity.

Povzetek
Delo poroča o raziskavi geodinamičnih pogojev nasta-
janja struktur, ki so bile kontrolni dejavnik pri odlagan-
ju endogenih rud. Prikazane so okoliščine, v katerih so 
se oblikovali pod vplivom regionalnih tektonskih pre-
mikov strukturni elementi, ki so kontrolirali odlaganje 
nahajališč zlata. Ugotavljajo, da so ti elementi opredel-
jeni z različnimi vrstami prelomnih dislokacij in njiho-
vega medsebojnega učinkovanja. Nastajanje ugodnih 
strukturnih elementov je odvisno tudi od oblikovanosti 
kontrolnih struktur, stopnje njihove tektonske aktivno-
sti in prostorskega razporeda glede na usmeritve tek-
tonskih (geodinamičnih) sil. 

Ključne besede: strukturna lega, zlato rudnih vsebno-
sti, prelomi, strukturni bloki, pojavi zlata, geodinamični 
pogoji, tektonska dejavnost.
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Introduction

In a geological structure of the Western Uzbeki-
stan various rock types participate in various 
combinations which are characterized by a 
certain structure and petrographic properties 
that defined variety of tectonic elements which 
were the main reason for formation of various 
structural and geological types of ore fields and 
deposits and their geological and structural po-
sitions [1].
Korolev V.A. [2] notes that at classification of 
geological and structural types of ore fields and 
deposits many researchers do not draw a clear 
boundary between structural type and a struc-
tural position. Quite often structural type of ore 
objects is substituted for their structural posi-
tion and vice versa.
As Thomson I.N. specifies [3] one of actual prob-
lems in ore geology is clarification of condi-
tions of ore objects spatial placement in certain 
ore-bearing areas. The solution of this problem 
has extremely important value at design with 
carrying out prognostic and exploration works. 
Having defined a structural and geological po-
sition of known ore deposits, it is possible to 
allocate the prospective areas where there is a 
probability of detection of new industrial facil-
ities [1, 4, 5].
For gold deposits of Central Kyzyl Kum their 
consistent patterns of formation are so far 
determined [6–8] factors of control of an ore 
grade mineralization as regional scale [9], and 
local scale are defined [10, 11]. Geochemical 
and mineralogical features of ores, and also geo-
physical parameters of the areas of ore grade 
mineralization occurrences are revealed. How-
ever the question of their position in structural 
elements of the region remains open. In this re-
gard our researches were directed on definition 
of structural position of gold deposits and ore 
occurrence of the Auminzatau-Beltau ore area 
located in the southeast Central Kyzyl Kum. 

Materials and methods

Works are the cornerstone geological materials 
of State Committee of the Republic of Uzbeki-
stan on Geology and Mineral Resources of the 
Republic of Uzbekistan, and also results field re-

search in the Auminzatau-Beltau ore area. The 
technique of researches consists in a complex-
ation: methods of the geological and structural 
analysis of conditions of formation and place-
ment of an endogenous ore grade mineraliza-
tion; operations research on studying tectonic 
stress and deformation of the areas of endog-
enous hydrothermal ore-grade mineralization 
occurrences; a method of reconstruction of a 
geodynamic situation in ore fields and deposits 
in ore formation processes.

Results of research

Many researchers in due time were engaged in 
studying of geological and structural conditions 
of gold fields and deposits formation and place-
ments of ore-grade mineralization in them. Re-
sult of their researches was determination of 
geological regularities of formation of gold ore 
deposits with allocation of the concrete geolog-
ical reasons controlling their formation. Thus 
the special attention was paid to structural fac-
tors. But despite significant progress in detec-
tion of gold deposits formation regularities in 
the region for many of them the different inter-
pretation in allocation of ore controlling factors 
is characteristic, and the question of their struc-
tural positions remains unresolved.
According to Korolev V.A. [2] the position of 
ore object is area of geological structure with-
in which joint influence of several structur-
al elements providing intake of endogenous 
solution was shown. It is necessary to range 
in their number: fault bend area; areas of their 
crossings and intersecting and junction; zones 
of fault parting; zones of correlative faults con-
vergence; areas of complication of folds with 
faulting, etc. All these elements define an object 
position in geological space and where there 
is a concentration of chemical elements, being 
formed in the form of ore block.
Interrelation of structural elements of crust 
with the ore-bearing solutions arriving from 
depths we will consider on the example of gold 
objects of the Auminzatau-Beltau ore area.
In Beltau occurrences of gold were formed un-
der the influence of the wide range of structural 
elements. The analysis of a position allowed to 
divide them into seven groups: zone of north-
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east and northwest breaks; areas of curvatures 
and crossings of faults; shear zone; the areas 
between parallel faults and a zone of wedge-
shaped structures (Figure 1 and 2). In these 
seven structural positions almost all gold oc-
currences of Beltau were formed. Wide range 
of structural positions indicates activity of the 
tectonic condition preceding ore formation 
processes which caused such variety of struc-
tural elements and their combinations. Amount 
of the formed gold objects in these positions 
also unevenly. In zones of northeast faults one 
object was formed. The same situation is char-
acteristic for zones of northwest faults as well. 
Two and two objects are defined in the posi-
tions connected with of curvatures of faults 
areas in zones of their crossings and in share 
zones (branching) of faults. In the areas be-
tween subparallel faults three gold objects are 
noted. The most large number of gold occur-
rences is connected with wedge-shaped struc-
tures. About 40% of gold objects were formed 
in these structures.
Allocation of gold occurrences in Auminzatau 
on structural positions is also uneven. The min-
imum quantity of gold occurrences is noted in a 
zone of crossing of faults. With northeast faults 
and their branches spatially it is connected six 
(about 23%) occurrences. Five and five (19%) 
occurrences are defined in zones between par-
allel faults and wedge-shaped structures. The 
maximum number (27%) of gold occurrences 
is connected with northwest faults.

Thus, considering and analyzing placement 
in geological space of gold occurrences in 
Auminzatau and Beltau, similarity and distinc-
tion in placement of gold objects in structural 
positions is revealed.
There is a question – why the same structural el-
ements and their combinations unevenly influ-
ence the course of processes of ore formation in 
the Auminzatau-Beltausky ore area? So, for ex-
ample, northeast and northwest faults of Beltau 
define a position on one gold occurrence where-
as in Auminzatau they respectively influence 
formation of three and six gold occurrences.
For search of the answer to a question it was 
necessary to analyse ore bearing geological 
data of an area, and also to consider a geody-
namic situation of the period of ore formation. 
The analysis of structural positions of gold oc-
currences in Beltau's mountains revealed one 
feature – almost in all structural positions ore 
controlling northeast faults are directly in-
volved. Formation of wedge-shaped structures, 
formation of zones of subparallel faults, cross-
ings and junction of faults, a curvature of faults, 
zones of a branching is directly connected with 
northeast faults.
Reconstruction of a geodynamic condition and 
the mechanism of northeast faults formation al-
lowed to conclude that impact of regional hori-
zontal efforts of compression on all territory of 
Central Kyzyl Kum happened ambiguously. Rea-
son was existence of regional northwest sys-
tems of ruptural structures and a block struc-

Figure 1: Allocation of gold ore occurrences of Auminzatau 
on structural positions. Structural positions: 1-zone of a 
northeast fault; 2-zone of a northwest fault; 3- zone of 
curvature of fault; 4- zone of branching of faults; 5- zone of 
subparallel faults; 6 - zone of wedge-shaped structures; 7- zone 
of crossings of daults.

Figure 2: Allocation of gold ore occurrences of Beltau on 
structural positions. Structural positions: 1 zone of a northeast 
fault; 2 zone of a northwest fault; 3 zone of a curvature of fault; 
4 zone of crossings of faults; 5 share zone; 6 zone of subparallel 
faults; 7 zone of wedge-shaped structure.
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ture of the region. Distinction in parameters 
and morphology of tectonic blocks and their 
spatial situation in Central area of Kyzyl Kum 
in a complex with explosive tectonics predeter-
mined extent of influence of regional horizontal 
efforts of compression to each of them. Thus 
efforts of compression can be weakened or, on 
the contrary, are strengthened. Everything de-
pends on geodynamics of ruptural structures. 
At activity of faults (in the form of shift fault) 
disperses on horizontal movement on faults. In 
the absence of any vertically horizontal move-
ments on a fault when there is a cover of its va-
cuity, impact of compression on the block that 
provokes them to shift amplifies, changing its 
internal geodynamic situation. 
Studying of tectonics and geological structure of 
mountains of Beltau and Auminzatau allowed 
to reveal essential distinction in their structural 
and tectonic structure that points to distinction 
in their geodynamic conditions. The distinction 
reason in geodynamics should be looked for in 
their positions in regional tectonic structures. 
Analyzing all data on region tectonics stated in 
works of Akhmedzhanov M.A., Bukharin A.K., 
Rezvaya P.D., etc. came to a conclusion that geo-
dynamic conditions and Beltau and Auminza-
tau's structural and tectonic framework are 
caused by their block structure.
Block structure provided distinction of their 
structural elements and defined what of them 
will promote formation and placement of a gold 
ore mineralization. Besides, the morphology of 
blocks is one of the reasons of change of a geo-
dynamic condition formation in each block, and 
also defines the direction of their movements.
Distinction in structural positions of gold oc-
currences of Beltau and Auminzatau where 
main structures are, respectively, northeast and 
northwest ruptural structures allow to consid-
er Beltau and Auminzatau as two certain areas 
that have common features in geological struc-
ture, but differ on tectonics and geodynamics.

Results and discussions

1. In the Auminzatau-Beltau ore area seven ref-
erence structural positions which controlled 
formation of all known gold occurrences are 

allocated. However allocation of deposits and 
ore occurence in them extremely irregularly.

2. After consideration and the analysis of 
structural position and gold occurrences 
of Auminzatau and Beltau separately, their 
similarity and sharp distinction in gold ob-
jects placements in them is revealed. If in 
Auminzatau about 40% of gold objects were 
formed in the structural positions connect-
ed with northeast and northwest faults, in 
Beltau approximately as much of objects it 
is revealed in the wedge-shaped structures 
formed by interface of submeridional and 
northeast cataclasis. 

3. A variety of structural positions is caused 
by variety of ruptural structures and a small 
block structure of the area that in a complex 
with the geological environment promoted 
frequent change of the geodynamic condi-
tion. The geodynamic condidtion is a key 
factor in activity of ore controlling structures 
which leads to formation of structural posi-
tions for favorable placement of ore grade 
mineralization.
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